
GASTROINTESTINAL FOREIGN BODIES

A foreign body obstruction occurs when an object is consumed that cannot be
digested or is very slowly digested.  These objects include rocks, plastic toys,
cooking or meat bags/mesh, stone fruit stones, and some food scraps like
bones and the vets favourite corn cobs!  Cats will often have needles and
threads as a foreign body.

WHAT ARE THE SIGNS OF AN OBSTRUCTION?

The most common sign of a foreign body obstruction is vomiting, which may
be occasional or after every feed.   This may be accompanied by other signs
such as nausea, inappetance, depression, abdominal pain and diarrhoea.

A thorough physical exam is required when worried about a potential foreign
body and we are looking for signs of dehydration, pain or abnormal feeling
tissue in the abdomen on palpation, gagging, body position, colour and feel of
the gums.  We will ask many questions about your pets habits, toys, games
etc.  

DIAGNOSIS:

There are a number of tests that may be required to diagnose a foreign body
and  not  one  test  will  necessarily  be  definitive  as  each  foreign  body  has
different properties and composition.  Routine comprehensive blood tests are
performed to assess organ function,  dehydration and electrolyte  levels  as
these often get greatly altered in vomiting pets and need correction with fluid
therapy.  They will  also indicate to us if  an infection is present which may
suggest that the gut has perforated (or has a hole in it).  

Sedation may be required to examine your pet without causing pain.  The
back of the mouth and throat may need to be closely examined, especially in
a cat if we are suspecting it may have eating wool or thread (often they have
needles attached!).  



X-rays will need to be taken of the animal for a number of reasons: some
foreign bodies such as bones and metal will show clearly on x-ray but some
will not (corn cobs for example) and we have to look at gas patterns in the
gut.  If the obstruction is only partial, we may not see anything on x-ray and a
barium study may be needed.  With these cases, we feed the pet a liquid that
will  show up very clearly on x-ray then take numerous x-rays of  the pets
abdomen to follow the flow of this dye.  The dye will show up a foreign body
most times.

Ultrasound is another option we can use to try to visualise an obstruction and
can be more useful  when we have a tumour or  another  tissue causing a
physical obstruction rather than an ingested object.

TREATMENT:

If we know your pet ate something that it will not be able to digest and your
pet is well, we may just monitor it closely and wait for the foreign material to
pass through.  If your pet is unwell with an obstruction however, we will need
to  remove  it.   If  your  pets  obstruction  is  bone  and  faeces  causing
constipation,  then  an  enema  will  be  required  under  anaesthetic.   Other
foreign material causing blockage will required us to anaesthetise your pet
then open the abdomen, find the blockage then remove it.  If the blockage
has  caused  damage  to  the  gut  surrounding  it,  we  may  need  to  actually
remove this section of intestine.  If the object has caused a hole in the gut
(called a perforated bowel, or a penetrating injury)  this may lead to severe
complications as peritonitis will occur and this can be very difficult to treat.

AFTER SURGERY?

Many pets  improve  dramatically  after  a  foreign  body has  been  surgically
removed.   Those  with  perforations  and  peritonitis  however  need  more
intensive after care and may need to stay in hospital for many days.  Routine
cases will be kept on fluid therapy until they are able to eat a gentle diet and
not show any signs of gagging or pain and do not vomit at all.  We will then
provide you with after care instructions for caring for your pet and restrictions
on what they can and cannot eat short and long term.


